LAST WORD SOCIETY

Thursday

8:00 PM – 8:20 PM LW1 A Forensic Analysis of the 1960 Rome Olympics’ 100-Meter Dash Final
John David Bullock, MD, MPH*; Gerald H. Ashworth, MBA; David Guyton, MD

8:20 PM – 8:40 PM LW2 The Strange Deaths of American Presidents
Lawrence Quarino, PhD*

8:40 PM – 9:00 PM LW3 (De)coronation Jewels: The “Affair of the Diamond Necklace” Between Historical and Forensic Implications
Matteo Borrini, PhD, MS*

9:00 PM – 9:20 PM LW4 The Dreyfus Affair: How Bias in an Infamous Criminal Case Caused a Government to Fail and Another, Overtime, Be Created
Barry A. J. Fisher, MS, MBA*

9:20 PM – 9:40 PM LW5 Man vs. “Gator” – The Forensic Story • The “Media” Story
Walter F. Zoller, DMD*

9:40 PM – 10:00 PM LW6 The First Full-Service Criminalistics Laboratory: Scientific Detection Laboratory, Chicago, IL
Peter Striupaitis, MS*

10:00 PM – 10:20 PM LW7 Will Hatred Never Die? The Murder of Bishop William Alexander Guerry
J.C.U. Downs, MD*